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Abstract

Children and their mothers affected by the Chernobyl catastrophe suffer with toxic lipoperoxic stress coupled with hypovitaminososes A and E. The relation of these primary biochemical disturbances to notorious somatic consequences on mutagenic and teratogenic levels caused by chronic low-dose radiation of children from radionuclide-polluted regions had been investigated. Rational approaches to prevent or to treat indicated pathologies were developed either. Vitamins A and E blood levels for newborns from radionuclide-polluted regions were near a third of normal ones. Simultaneous increasing of lipo-peroxidation for studied children had tendency to correlate with their body stigmation. Radiogenic indices of mutagenicity and teratogenicity showed dramatic increases along with fall of the essential antioxidants. The peroral poly vitamin therapy of women at the beginning of 1st trimester pregnancy prevented or corrected evaluated abnormalities for their newborns. Vitamin-protected children had normal ranges for studied indices. The combination of radiogenic biochemical deviations is supposed to be the primary molecular mechanisms for children restorable somatic hyper mutations and irreversible body stigmations but preventable by essential antioxidants via their mothers at early pregnancy.
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Introduction

Enhanced levels of minor embryogenic anomalies for newborns (MEAN, so-called stigmata) and Lymphocytic Chromosomes Mutagenesis (LCM) are phenotypic manifestations of somatic hypermutagenesis and organogenesis disturbances. These pathologies are regarded to be coupled with elevated risks of tumors, immune incompetence and accelerated aging; irreversible MEAN have evident negative psychologic effects also. LCM and MEAN are very sensitive incompetence and accelerated aging; irreversible MEAN have evident negative psychologic effects also. LCM and MEAN are very sensitive incompatibility and accelerated aging; irreversible MEAN have evident negative psychologic effects also. LCM and MEAN are very sensitive

The major aims of the recent investigation were the following:

1. To ascertain roles of deficits in essential lipid bio-factors as vitamins A (vA) and E (vE), as interleaved enhanced lipoperoxidation for radiogenic somatic hyper-mutagenesis and body stigmations of newborns and children who were residents of Chernobyl-radio polluted regions.

2. To check for embedding preventive (for MEAN) and therapeutic (for LCM) capabilities of cheap multivitamins for early pregnant women, newborns and children to radiogenic enhancement of stigmation, as to somatic hyper mutantogenesis.

Materials and Methods

Contingents and radiodosimetry

Children (from newborns up to 3 yrs old inclusive, n = 217) and some of their mothers were investigated. They were residents of radio polluted regions: from Mtsensk (I, n = 73) and Bolkhov (II, n = 47), towns of t. Orel district, Russia; and from Chechersk town (III, n = 97) of t. Gomel district, Belarus. Surface mosaic radio pollution for I, II and III were 1-5, 5-15 and 15-40 Ci / km² by 137-Cs, respectively. I and II are located between 40 km interval and into a joint radioactive spot; III is located 190 km N.-E. from the Chernobyl APS. Individual rates of external summary γ-irradiation for children (D) and their mothers (Dm) were determined with the DRG-01T counter, portable cumulative thermo luminescence detectors and the Harshaw TLD 3500 detector; accumulated radioloads were reconstructed as described in [5-7]. As D and Dm are strongly correlated with internal radiation loads for studied districts, evaluated and evaluated effect of general irradiation due to radiogenic mechanisms for studied biochemical and somatic deviations [1-4,8-10].

Study design

Formation of comparable contingents, the therapy and all results were performed by the double-blind approach for involved investigators. Contingents were age and place-matched, data of persons without polyvitamin treatment were paired-compared ones during computation. Criteria of normalization follow from children normal age diapasons for studied blood vitamins and LPC [9,10].

Biochemical analysis

Plasma samples of morning fasting blood or of cord newborns'...
Blood withdrawals were fixed by dry ice and then transported into Dewar vessels to the Moscow IBCP lab. Lipids were extracted quantitatively from samples by vortexing in ethanol: hexan (1 : 2, v/v) (Uvasol, Merck, Germany) with 1 % ascorbate at pH 4.5 under purified argon. Free tocopherol were determined at 295 / 325 nm and retinol at 330 / 470 nm fluorometrically (spectrofluorometer 850, Hitachi, Japan) with corresponding their standards (Serva, Austria) [11,12]. Absence of artifacts was proved by sets of controls at all assay steps.

**Mutagenicity and teratogenicity**

Blood cells, pre-separated from the same samples as in 2.3 before plasma freezing, were investigated for LCM indices in the IGG lab, Moscow. Microscopic slides were prepared for chromosomal analysis according to the standard procedure [15]. Preparations stained with the fluorescence plus Giemsa technique were analyzed for various mutations according to [3] and LCM indices were expressed as mutations frequencies. Levels of stigmations disposed in head area mainly were evaluated visually according to their nomenclature [16] and supplied by pediatricians of local maternity hospitals. MEAN indices are defined as total number of minor anomalies per the newborn. Up to 5 MEAN per a person are accepted in neonatology into their normal diapason as somatic diversity [16]. Radiogenic stigmation or radiogenic mutagenesis is defined as ratio of MEAN or LCM indices to children or their mothers’ radioloads in cSv. Values of slopes for graphs of LCM / cSv or MEAN / cSv were used as radio-sensitivity parameters for studied children.

**Multivitamin therapy**

Women (n = 22) from II in 1st and 7th months of pregnancy obtained poly vitamins “Unicap Jr.” (USA) containing essential bioantioxidants for 3 weeks daily: vE-20 mg, vA-3 mg, vC-120 mg. Their infants obtained the half-dosed curses with meal. Composition of vitamins per a tablets contains: vitamins A (5000 IU), E (15 IU), B1 (1.7 mg), B6 (2 mg), 812 (6 mcg), C (60 mg), D (400 IU), folic acid (400 mcg) and niacine (20 mg). Children from I and III towns and their mothers (n = 55) obtained no vitamins and were used to evaluate radiation effects and to compare with vitamin-protected contingents.

**Mathematical analysis**

Statistical probabilities of linear regressions for paired data were determined by the Wilcoxon test with 95 % confidence. To evaluate hyperbolic-like functions 3rd derivatives for graphs of regressions were used.

**Results**

**Essential antioxidants**

Figure 1 shows that levels of vA and vE for newborns decrease along with increasing their antenatal and / or maternal radioloads. If women in early pregnancy had no obtained the vitamin therapy,
their posterity even with the least radioloads (obtained from external sources or via their mothers) were born with about a third of normal vA and vE levels, while antenatal 2.5 cSv or maternal 70 cSv radio doses decrease their hypovitaminosic levels further down in 2-3 times to near 15% of their mean norms (Figure 1; A, B: 1, 2). A considerable part of the unprotected contingents was born with profound hypo- or avitaminoses A and E. Although, if chronically irradiated pregnant women, residents of radio polluted regions had obtained early BAO therapy, their newborns had normal BAO levels, which also decreased however while rising of both radioloads. While newborns of vitamins-untreated mothers showed negative significant correlations “Da or Dm vs BAO” correlations “Dm vs newborns” BAO became insignificant if mothers had been BAO-treated. In spite of about 30-fold weaker influence on children BAO levels of maternal radioloads than of equal antenatal ones, both sources of radioloads result in similar and the most harmful consequences for posterity due to much higher accumulated radioloads of residential mothers [10].

**Mutagenicity and teratogenicity**

The increases in level of lipoperoxide metabolites (dienes conjugates, DC, and ketodienes, KD) for unprotected newborns correlate significantly with their stigmation levels (Figure 2) Effects of vA and vE levels on the values of radiogenic mutagenesis and stigmation indices show Figure 3 and Figure 4. For Bolkhov newborns protected by BAO therapy up to vA and vE normal levels, the values of all radiogenic indices lie within the scatter of their norms; nevertheless they gradually increase several times along with radiogenic BAO declines (Figure 1, 3, 4). Indices of radiogenic mutagenesis show significant inverse linear correlations with vA, and insignificant one with vE. For BAO-unprotected newborns, growth of vA and vE deficits have resulted in dramatic increase of all radiogenic somatic indices. Their radiogenic stigmation indices also correlated significantly with retinol, but not with tocopherol deficits. For these, the slopes of the graphs “radiogenic mutations vs BAO” exceeded that for BAO-protected individuals 13 to 22-fold and 32 to 80-fold for exhausting of vA and vE, respectively. For children without BAO-therapy, the only graph “% chromosome single breakage / cSv” plotted vs vE revealed zero slope (Figure 4 C), meanwhile, its values exceeded 12-fold of normal one. However, the index was depended on vA and sloped significantly for unprotected children (Figure 3 C). As indicators of radiolability, the slopes of radiogenic stigmation graphs for unprotected children exceeded the same for BAO-protected ones in 13 and 6 times during vA and vE decreasing, correspondingly. As a result of Da and / or Dm actions on comparable united contingents from I and II, the indices of radiogenic stigmation grow according to function close to hyperbola when and after vA and vE levels fall lower than 1.7 μM and 17 μM, respectively (Figure 5). The same is true for the majority of radiogenic mutagenesis indices (not presented, Figure 3, 4A, 4B, 4C).

![Figure 2: Tendencies or positive correlations MEAN with levels of lipoperoxid catabolites for newborns of untreated mothers, Chechersk.](image)
Discussion

We have discovered and proved the novel radiogenic syndrome for children and adults affected with Chernobyl catastrophe: the lipoperoxic stress coupled with hypovitaminoses A and E [9,10,17-19]. For newborns to preschool children, residents of radiopolluted areas, a lot of various significant correlations of the type “radiodoses vs effects” were found, owing to the highest radiolability of the contingents studied, high sensitivity of metabolic test systems used, and prevalence of this syndrome in the area of former USSR. Similar health deviations are waited at similar radiogenic accidents (into the Fukushima APS accident-touched area, as an example). Therefore, we investigated the possibility if the radiogenic biochemical disturbances found could affect the levels of somatic chromosomal mutagenesis and minor embryogenic anomalies [17b,18b]. All deviations found resulted not only from registered external irradiation of children, but also from internal one, as it is follows from high correlation of external with internal radionuclidic loads (r = 0.94, p < 0.001) for studied residents (Figure 6) estimated from [8,20].

We have asserted previously that direct correlations of maternal radioloads with long-term biochemical deviations of their children resulted from effective uptake of maternal incorporated radionuclides (in proportion values to Dm) by a fetus via cord blood and then by an infant via milk during suckling and their long retaining [10]. Chronic low-dose ionizing irradiation, initiating free radical lipoperoxidic cascade of polyunsaturated lipids (with effective participation of body biocatalysts and oxygen), in order to raise normal steady levels of LPC catabolites by 1-2 orders of magnitude (Figure 2) [9,19] and their possible modifications with coupled decrease of BAO levels down to deep hypovitaminoses (Figure 1) [10].

There are many evidences for toxic, carcinogenic, mutagenic and teratogenic properties of enhanced levels of lipoperoxidic catabolites and products, which are capable to act as independent stressoric biofactors amplifying the direct irradiation effects. Previously, one of us (by EN) had found that highly sensitive developing quail embryos die with teratogenic injuries after injections in ovo of lipids from organs of LPC-stressed rodents [12,21]. The effects were lipoperoxide-dependent.

1: BAO-therapy (Bolkhov)
2: without therapy (Mtsensk)

Figure 3: Normalization of children radiogenic retinol-related mutagenesis and stigmations by maternal polyvitamin therapy.
and were eliminated by preliminary reduction of bio-accumulated LPC catabolites from lipids.

Enhanced levels of LPC catabolites have capable to bring about various chromosomal mutations [22]. Children of Chernobyl suffer with LPC-stress and deficits in retinol and tocopherol both due to their enhanced expenditure as BAO [9,10,17b,18b]. There are linear correlations between declines of these BAO levels and increments for LCM, MEAN, MEAN / Da and MEAN / Dm indices. However, for badly lowered vA and vE levels in unprotected children, just here hyperbolic-like rises proceed for all indices (Figure 5). Radiogenic indices show inverse correlations with BAO levels (Figure 3, 4). For example, if retinol level falls to near 0.5 M, that is typically for studied unprotected large contingents (Figure 1), the values of the indices exceed 28–46-fold the normal ones (Figure 3, 5). The effect of simultaneous vE deficit on enhancing the radiogenic mutagenesis were 3–4 times higher than that of vA, but retinol deficit enhanced radiogenic stigmation twice more effective than that of tocopherol, that is follows from comparison of slopes for graphs of radiogenic indices as radio-sensitivity parameters (see Results, 3.2). It is possible that the specificity of these biofactors manifested on the molecular level just here. This specificity may be also investigated with the aid of revealed peculiarities of single chromosomal breaks during development of radiogenic deficits of vA (Figure 3) and vE (Figure 4).

It is possible that electrophilic LPC catabolites, accumulated with development of BAO deficits during irradiation, and their free radicals form strong adducts with chromosomal DNA and cause the observed disturbances of mutagenesis and organogenesis, so amplifying the direct radiation damages either. In that case, the combination of both pathogenic components of the evaluated primary Chernobyl biochemical syndrome may be just the proper radiogenic molecular mechanisms which have caused secondary somatic disturbances of children on mutagenic and / or teratogenic levels. Irreversible MEAN follow radiogenic vA and vE deficits and / or LPC stress, but not vice versa, due to the preventive effects evaluated for early BAO-therapy (Figure 3-5). Frequency of congenital malformations in newborns and human embryos has increased in radio contaminated Belaruss’ areas following the catastrophy [4,23]. For the studied Gomel’ district germline mutations either at human mini satellite loci were twice as high as the controls and were correlated with 137-Cs surface contaminations [2]. It is quite possible that chronic low-dose irradiation are more effective in mutation and stigmation inductions than equal doses of acute irradiation at higher rate [2,23,24]. Evaluated LPC and BAO

Figure 4: Normalization of children radiogenic tocopherol-related mutagenesis and stigmations by maternal polyvitamin therapy.

1: BAO-therapy (Bolkhov)
2: without therapy (Mtsensk).
Figure 5: A and E hypovitaminoses-related hyperbolic-like increases of radiogenic body stigmations.

Figure 6: Correlations external with internal radioloads for Chernobyl-touched populations.

Regions: Gomel’ and Mogilev districts, as Bryansk district
1-minimal doses ($Y=-0.10+0.57x$; $r=0.940$, $p<0.001$, n=5)
2-maximal doses ($Y=-0.07+0.39x$, $r=0.938$, $p<0.01$, n=5).
Estimated from reconstructed radiodoses and data of post mortem skeletons radioactivity (internal radioloads) and radiopollutions (external γ-irradiation) for contingents of studied districts [8,20]
deviations in blood [9,10] are supposed to be so-called “clastogenic factors” in the plasma of children exposed at Chernobyl [15].

It is of high practical importance that all revealed children deviations were curable or preventable, as in the case of adequate BAO treatment in early pregnancy all studied records for newborns became in normal limits (Figure 1 (3), Figure 3, 4,1). Peroral polyvitamin therapy of pregnant women (or radiation-touched women of fertile ages beforehand) and then of their children, who were residents of radio polluted regions, has several indispensable benefits : 1) high efficiency against studied radiogenic pathologies, 2) absence of contraindications at adequate usage, 3) a relative low price combined with simplicity for the therapy.

These decisive advantages determine the approach for victims suffering from radiogenic health consequences caused by Chernobyl-type accidents as the method of choice [9,10,18,19,25-27]. Polyvitamin therapy will be useful also for any other contingents affected with chronic irradiations, including from Fukushima-touched regions, because vitamins uptake from meal being adequate under usual conditions, is no able to compensate accelerated BAO expenditure as a result of prevention of radiogenic-initiated chain-branched LPC in an being irradiated organism [17,28,29].
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